APPLICATION
QUEEN’S GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS / AWARDS (QGF)
DEADLINE: FRIDAY, APRIL 11, 2014 to Graduate Office

NAME: _______________________  Student ID: _______________________

CURRENT AREA:               BBCS _____ CLIN _____ DEV _____ SOC-PER _____

DEGREE PROGRAM:              MSc _____ PhD _____ YEAR as of Sep 2014 _____

SUPERVISOR’S NAME: ________________________________

LIST 2013-14 FUNDING RECEIVED:

LIST 2014-15 FUNDING (IF KNOWN):

LIST THE EXTERNAL AGENCIES TO WHICH YOU APPLIED FOR FUNDING
FOR THE NEXT ACADEMIC YEAR:

_______________________________________________________________

Attach a separate sheet to this application OR send an electronic word document with the
following information to psycgrad@queensu.ca.

*For the purpose of fellowships and awards we do NOT want a full CV*

1. a list of your academic awards
2. a list of your publications and/or conference presentations (if applicable)  Your list
   should contain entries in the following categories and separated as indicated:
   o Published papers (already in print or in press)
   o Journal submissions (already sent, NOT in preparation)
   o Conference presentations (only papers or posters personally presented by you at
     national or international conferences.

AREA OF RESEARCH:

   Health Sciences  
   Natural Sciences  
   Social Sciences  
   Other - please indicate ______________________________________

IS YOUR PERMANENT RESIDENCE IN THE PROVINCE OF QUEBEC? 

   YES [ ]  NO [ ]

By signing below you are attesting that, to the best of your knowledge, the information
provided above is both complete and accurate.

_________________________________________  _______________________
Student’s Signature                        Date